
Abstract 

AOE 
 Acupuncture orientated energywork 

The base of my actual approach to therapy is still the doctrine of the traditional Chinese medicine (TCM).  In my 
presentation I assume that everyone knows the principles of TCM, so I refer the attention only to those things which I 
have found in the last 20 years of working with acupuncture in horses.  

I was guided by the idea that all diseases have their source in an imbalance of Yin and Yang and in a disturbed Qi – 
flow and that the best acupuncturist is using only a few needles or even only one for his treatment.  

Based on my observation that each animal showing pathological symptoms definitely has at least one reactive 
acupuncture point and that in these animals exists at least one point that is reacting painful only unilateral. I 
succeeded in treating more than 95 % of my patients with only one needle. I called it the One Needle Technique. 
Some years later I found a new eciwo-system in the area of the mandibular bone, which seemed to be more exact 
and more complete.  

By incidence I noticed that the effect of a treated acupuncture point can be provoked not only by inserting a needle 
or using a laser but also by thinking of the treatment point only. Experimenting with this discovery in foals, hind legs 
of the horse and also in humans and realizing for sure that it unfailingly works, I could totally omit the needle. The 
mental puncture was born. 

Working with mental puncture the way is now open to think in treatments of joints, organs, etc. only by mental 
working. My treatment allows for methods exceeding by far the possibilities of acupuncture. By the way I succeeded 
in using kinesiology methods directly in the horse, without a surrogate person. This is a great help in finding solutions 
for any kind of problem in the patient.  

Thanks to these new aspects of diagnosis and contacts with persons who practice animal communication, I could 
determine that the complete area around the ear base contains points, which are related directly to blockades of the 
joints.  Using the picture of the clock these points appear in a distance of a quarter of an hour or even in ten minutes 
distances. Further contacts with other specialists in acupuncture, osteopathy, chiropractic, kinesiology and animal 
communication are often showing me my personal limitations in therapy.  But in many cases I can include these 
observations in my own way of diagnosis and therapy, so that it becomes more and more complete and efficient. In 
this way I have detected methods of resolving blockades of muscle tenseness, extra points, organs and other 
problems, including psychological problems or injuries in the past. Another important finding is the use of different 
levels in therapy. By means of this discovery it is possible to include the capacity and wisdom of other therapists in 
my treatment. 

Actually I have discovered that we might find the answer to the question “what is healing?” in quantum physics. 
Quantum physics is constantly improving the TCM and, much more important to me, the old Chinese philosophy, 
especially Taoism. The future medicine, the quantum healing, is deduced from the knowledge of quantum physics. I 
am experimenting actually in this field and I can notify amazing results. 
  
All the mentioned aspects I will demonstrate in practice, working with the horse.  The complete AOE treatment 
consists of eight steps. 

It is important for me to emphasize that the demonstrated way of treatment is really a causal therapy. In my way of 
treatment I never use a point twice. Every treatment, which is repeated, in my opinion is a symptomatic treatment. 

My conclusions are particularly based on empiric observations. It seems to me of high importance that we have to 
neglect the clinical diagnosis. We have to trust our own observations more than we believe in learned theories. This 
statement is of course only valid for chronic diseases. In case of acute diseases, you must of course pay attention to 
western diagnosis methods. This is the reason why I use my therapy only in chronic diseases and in the preventing 
medicine. 
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